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Part 7:  Truth vs. Evolution

“The supreme 
problem for 

Darwinists is not the 
explanation of how 
higher forms of life 
evolved from lower 
forms, the supreme 

problem is 
explaining the origin 
of the FIRST LIFE.” 

Norman Geisler                                                                                                   
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Life is not a simple thing – it is far more 
than just a combination of chemicals 

The total length of DNA in the 
human body is approximately 
113,636,363,636 miles long, 

which would stretch 
approximately 610.9 times to 

the sun and back.
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The DNA information found
in the nucleus of a one-
celled amoeba is equivalent
to more than 30 volumes of
the Encyclopedia Britannica
& the DNA information in the
entire amoeba is equal to
1000 complete sets of
Encyclopedia Britannica.

Richard Dawkins in his
The Blind Watchmaker:

“Biology is the study of
complicated things that
give the appearance of
having been designed
for a purpose.”
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“… biologists must
constantly keep in
mind that what they
see was not
designed, but rather
evolved.” Francis Crick

“The complexity of the
simplest known type of cell is
so great that it is impossible to
accept that such an object
could have been thrown
together suddenly by some
kind of freakish, vastly
improbable event. Such an
occurrence would be
indistinguishable from a
miracle.”

Michael Denton, microbiologist & atheist
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“Our willingness to accept
scientific claims that are against
common sense is the key to an
understanding of the real
struggle between science and
the supernatural. We take the
side of science in spite of the
patent absurdity of some of its
constructs, … because we have
a prior commitment to
materialism.”

Richard Lewontin
Darwinist, Harvard University

“Darwinian biologists must
keep repeating that
reminder to themselves
because otherwise they
might become conscious
of the reality that is staring
them in the face and trying
to get their attention.”
Phillip Johnson, Co-founder of the intelligent
design movement
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“If it could be demonstrated
that any complex organ
existed, which could not
possibly have been formed
by numerous, successive,
slight modifications, my
theory would absolutely
break down.” Charles Darwin

Michael Behe, professor of
biochemistry, Lehigh University,
has calculated that the
probability of getting one protein
molecule (contains about 100
amino acids) by chance would
be the same as a blindfolded
man finding one marked grain of
sand in the Sahara Desert three
times in a row.
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The creation-evolution debate is not about religion versus
science or the Bible versus science – it’s about good
science versus bad science. It’s not about faith versus
reason – it’s about reasonable faith versus unreasonable
faith.

1. One reason why can’t evolution happen  

Genetic limits 
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+ =

= sterile

2. There is a huge difference between 
macro evolution and micro adaptation
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3. Changes in animal populations are 
cyclical rather than linear

4. Another reason why evolution is 
impossible - irreducible complexity
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In the human cell: 

• The human body is made
up of trillions of cells

• The body makes millions
of cells per second

• Each cell contains 3
billion pairs of genetic bits

• Each cell is irreducibly
complex & contains many
irreducibly complex sub-
systems
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Flagella motor - 1/100,000 in. wide

Capable of 100,000 rpm in both directions
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Flagella motor - 1/100,000 in. wide
Capable of 100,000 rpm in both directions
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5. The speculations of evolutionists are 
fanciful and mostly counter good science
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Therizinosaurus

Like Big Bird crossed with Count
Dracula.

Therizinosaurus was a large, bipedal
theropod with squat trunk, a long neck,
a tiny head, and a trio of three-foot-
long claws on each of its hands.
Despite its fearsome appearance
(which may or may not have included
brightly colored feathers), it is believed
to have been a strict vegetarian, or at
worst and insectivore.

6. Evolutionists have long claimed that 
dinosaurs evolved from birds
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Archaeopteryx

Supposed transitional
form of a dinosaur
evolving into a bird

Problems with reptiles
evolving into birds:

1. Cold-blooded creatures
evolving into warm-blooded

2. Reptilian versus avian
hips

3. Reptilian versus avian
lungs

4. Reptilian scales versus
bird feathers
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“Paleontologists have tried to
turn Archaeopteryx into an
earth-bound, feathered dinosaur.
But it’s not. It is a bird, a
perching bird. And no amount of
‘paleobabble’ is going to change
that.”

Alan Feduccia (World authority on birds),
Science, “Archaeopteryx: Early Bird
Catches a Can of Worms”, 1993

Archaeopteryx

Turns out to be an
extinct type of bird.
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7. Evolutionists claim
that similarities in
species is proof that
they evolved from
one another

8. If similar species
are not evolved from
one another, what
accounts for the
similarities we see in
different species?
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DNA similarity between humans and apes 
is about 90%

DNA similarity between humans and apes 
is not due to common ancestry 
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DNA similarity between humans and mice 
is also about 90%

DNA similarity between humans & apes is not due 
to common ancestry but to a common designer 
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9. There is no missing link in the 
fossil record
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The whole chain is missing!

10. There are serious flaws in the dating
techniques scientists use:

Carbon 14
Potassium Argon
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Examples of mistakes in dating:
• Sunset Crater, Northern Arizona

Potassium-argon: 200,000+ yrs
Reality: AD 1065

• Lava flows at Mt. Ngaurhoe, New Zealand
Potassium-argon: 275,000 yrs
Reality: 1949, 1954, 1975

• Hualalai basalt, Hawaii
Potassium-argon: 1.4 – 22 million yrs
Reality: AD 1801

• Mt. Etna basalt, Sicily
Potassium-argon: 140,000 – 350,000 yrs
Reality: 1972

Rocks that were created since the 1980 eruption of 
Mount St. Helens dated up to 2.8 million years old
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Fossilized tree pollen found in shale in Grand 
Canyon found at the Precambrian level

Living Coelacanth fish found – thought to have 
become extinct 70 million yrs. ago
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Quercus cerris oak fossil 
considered to be ancient 

Living specimen
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Laetoli, Tanzania footprints 
dated: 3.5 million yrs. old 

human ape

Toutle River canyon, 1/40th the size of the Grand 
Canyon, formed in 7 days by St. Helens explosion
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30 ft. rock strata deposited in a few hours by 
St. Helens explosion

Fossilized caturus furcatus eating smaller fish 
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Petrified hat fossilized in Tazmanian mine 
in just 50 years

Petrified ham and derby, fossilized by New Zealand 
volcano in 1886
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Ancient Utah Indian petroglyph

Dinosaur carving on 
Bishop Bell’s tomb in 

Carlisle, England 
carved in 1496 A.D.
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Un-fossilized dinosaur tissue found in Alaska in 1990 

Dinosaur blood vessel and blood cells 
containing hemoglobin
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The late Julian Huxley, famous Darwinist:  

“The reason we accepted Darwinism even
without proof, is because we didn’t want
God to interfere with our sexual mores.”

“I will praise You, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made; marvelous are your works,
and that my soul knows very well.” Ps 149:14
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